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Amendments to Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Act in 1974
included a requirement for theComissioner of Education to develop '

-evaluation models and standards for use by State and 'local educational
agencies. Experience in using the models which have been developed is
the main 'subject-of this re-port. ,

It

Although tire models have not beerre-qiiire-d-by;regulation, all States
have been considering the modelt and approximately -5500 .of the school..districts receiving Title ! funds are now using them to some degree. All .

this activity advances us toward the goal of better Title I evaluations
but we are especially indebtatt to. a. number of individuals for them: extra-,- --1
ordinary efforts in testing the models and sharing their experiences-with ,

us: They include Don Christie and Vince McInnis (Maine); Clindt Berndt
(South DakOta); Chuck Statler (South Carolina Y; Arlie Cox and Carl Evans,
(Ohio); Oliver.Himley and Ron Huff (Iowa); Mary Ann Delong, (Ocala, Florida);
Mel Lucas (Gainesville( ,Florida); and Perry Geiger (Bronson, Florida ,

As the report revea.ls", use of the models in school- disti-icts suggests
many ways to ither improve the quality-of Title I evaluations of ,to lessen
the-work inv lved., These changes will,be mode as we, contilitie to refit% the. ..

2Title I eval ation and reportiwg system.

, %.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

. In August of 1974, Congressamended'ESEA Title I adding'to it Section
151 which requires the Commissioner of Eck/cation to develop uniform pro-
cedures--models--for use by local and State personnel in their annual''
evaluations of Title I projects. .Also required is a program of- technical
assistance to.help them use the procedures. Work to develop the models '

emphasized (1) the validity and comparability of project evaluations and
(2) the flexibility, necessary to make the procedures appropriate for use in
most Title I sites, Prototypes were reviewed by personnel in nine States
_during the spring of 1976, by program and evaluation staffs in all. States.
(and igover 400 school districts) between June 1975 and June 197,6, and
again/bPeall State personnel in national training workshops lateOn 1976.
This review process was instrumental in soliciting input frpm persons who
wbuld"be eventually using the models and in persuading many to use the
evaluation models' before any formal requirement was issued.

This is a summary of an extensive report about the experiences of
,

people using the models during the 1976-77 school year. Included in the
report are descriptions (T) of the status oT nationwide use of the models, .

(2) of State activities to change the evaluation practices they require of
their istricts, (3) of local prbcesses to collect, analyse, and re-
port, data ccording to 'the new procedures, (4) of progress, problems, and
recbmm ations of those who are using the models, (5) of the,USOE/OMEW steps,
to require use of the methods by program regulations, and (6) of conClusion's
regarding the program and its direction in the near future.

There were fifteen States in the 1976-77 school year with half on more
of their school districts using the new standardized practices to eval ate
Oeir Title I projects. Those districts comprised about 25% of the to al' in

.tNe Onitea States receivingTitle I funds, Use of4he models has grow con-
siderably, and About 40% of the Title I districts are using them in this year

(1977.:78).
1

The increase is probabl4 due to several` factors including the subst ntial
amount of help available to States(and at their discretion, to local dis ricts)
from ten Technical' Assistance Centers established under contract to USOE in
. September of 1976. Their purpose is to offer advice.regarding site-speci is
evaluation problems in Title I, to assist States in changing to the new s stem
(helping in the installation of new computer programs, etc.), and to provi e'
other techn/cal support as needed by States in offering training workshops
revising evaluation materials, etc.

In the file fall of 1977, staff members from the Office of Plannjng,
Budgeting, and Evaluation visited six of the fifteen States who had large
numbers of districts using the.models in 19,7647 to discuss their experience
with'the system. Based on those discussions they were able to describe the
17-step, 2-3 year process the SEA administrators had pursued to change evalua
tion activities in.their locals to correspond more,closely with those advocat d

by USQE. The activitie5? including the decision'teeffect such a change,

ii
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n of pilot or"test" -sites, training of personnel, change in
s, monitoring of practices; review ofdata, and re-iteration
t year to involve more sites have been labor intensive and
best; frqostratimi'and problem-riddled at worst). State

'Doted some positive outgrowths of the process, however,
ter attention totests and their uses, more confidenCe in
State.identificatiob of good projects, and'greater familiarity
program personnel with evaluation goals,adM issues.

report,formai
idetitificaif

th#Isubsequi
exhausting,(
personnel.hav
including gre
data used for
on the part o

It

.*- To use the evaluation systemi 'personnel must faithfully adhere to
.procedures outlitned.in.threkevaluatiOn models concerning-test selection and
administration, test scaring,seore conversion, data analysis, and aggregation.
Conversations w th staff members at both the State and local levels identified
both successes a d difficulties they encountered in using the techniques.

. 1

Aspects of.t e'system which theyapplauded included the clarity of
instructions, theithoroughness of .USOE materials regarding the different
approaches,.the loduction of data whichappeared more valid (with fewer results
being counter-int itive,' etc,). 'Remaining difficulties include methods for
selecting Title I
version of test sc
by USOE and SEA st
discernable error
most part, are.feas

. remaining difficult

tudents so as not to invalldate the evaluations and the con-
res to values along different scales. These were identified
ff perusing 'LEA reports. Of the 183. examined, 32 had no

.

ich was viewed as evidence that the procedures, for the
-4'*-:

ble and usable. Work is underway bu USOE to address the
es.

As local, State .and Federal personnel entourage each other to use the

- uniform evaluation ;m del s, there `are also 'activities underway to require .

theiruse.by Title.' rantees. These activities emphasize .public input
throughdiAcuision of issues identified in a memorandum sent to all State

superintendents, Titl 'I staffs, evaluators, and interested parties and

through hearings abou draft rule (ta be published next year, most, likely).: '

i
Final regulations migh be in eff ct soon' enough, then, to ensure standard

evaluation activities nd.repdrti g for Title I projects the following . l

sChOol year. Also and ay ate.some studies to determine when, enough data

Will be available which are sufficiently uniform and representative to support

- ....natiQR01.statements abQ t'the achievement of Title I students.

Plain for t evalu tion program at Ihis.time and its directions in the

near Ature_fhcludecbnt nued support and'emphails upon the services provided

by Teclinical Assistance' nter staff. greater dissemination gf evaluation if

materials, the pursuit of further technical documentation for the models, and

conttnAd'solicitatito of public input. Another, proiress report regarding

these4nd other aspects o the program will be availble during the fall of

1978% ..
.

.., .
.
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1.

In sum, the Education Amendments of 1974 added Section 151 to Title I .

Al of ESEA to Make grantee evalUations of that program more uniform and More
usable by various administrative levels. The Commissioner of Education is ..

required by Section 1,51 to develop standard: evaluation models, regulate
their use, and provide technical assistance to "support kith t use and

)ea
the iMproveMent of, Title L evaluation in general. During t e nearly four
years since the law was passed, USOE has developed three a ernative mode s;

` "consulted extensively with, State and local administrators; revised recomm nda-
--' tions as appropriate; conducted national training sessions; established ten

centerS, to provide free, on-call assistance' on Title I evaluation matters;

. and distributed reference materials and pamphlets. on specific topfis of ,

1"levanse (such as administering tests, interpreting scores, etc.):, .

.

Although the general reaction 4s.been largely positive as eviden Id by
the voluqtary use of Orthe by nearly 40% of the nation
Title I aiitricts; the rellity of impeneng program regulations requiripg usage
of the models has caused some objections to surface. Specifically, the Council
of Chief State School Officers has. commended USOE on the extent of cooperation
with States for the past four years but reacts negatively to the idea of a
national mandate. Although their reaction often contrasts markedly from that
of other staff in thejr own,Vates, we feel aleed to continue soliciting input
,ftom all groups. It

4
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I. INTRODUCTION

e The-Passage of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of I965-represented a new direction.in Federal education legislation

advantagement of children froM families living in poverty., its author-it
severalresp4cts---ItsAbal -to rectifyhrough better schooling the Os-t

zation for millions of dollars to school, districts serving large numbers"
`-of such chtldren, and its requirement for repeated examination of, the
impacts of the services funded b, the program tontributed to its uniqueness.
In the thirteen y ,ears since its passage,, these factors have continued tb
have an enormous impact on education in the nation as a whole.

In theast four-years, especially, the evaluation component of
Title I State programs has received much attention as an outgrowth of

.Congressional,Jederal, State, and often public .frustration with the 4

quality of the data available to describe the program's impaets. Many
changes have been implemented at all levelt as a result of,this .frustration,
and theft seems to be reason for optimiski at this time regarding data quality
to the future.

The purpose of this report is todescribe the status ifif the changes

underway in districts, States, and Washington, D.C. as A result of the
addition of Section 454 to Title I in 1974: Underway s9nce the autumn of
that year,*the program to facilitate these changes consists of work to
standardize local and State,evaluattv practicds, (also required as

secondary ert are national' evaluitions of program impacts, but they

Kill,not be iscussed ip this reportn.k Section 151 requires that the
standardization of evalOation practices occur through State,And local use
of models'developed by psoE and thdt technical assistance be available to
them to facilitate the use of the models.

The'prOgram is administered by the Office of Planning, Budgeting5 and
.Evaluation in the U.S. Office of Education in its ETbmentary and Secondary
Programs Division. Also'involved are personnel from the Division of Educa-
tion for the Disadvantaged, the office vtlich administers the Title I program
federally. .The Natiocial Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged
Children arid personnel in the regional offices also advise OPBE regarding
this effort. Figure1.1 illustrates the relationships among the evaluation
and program units, the 'Section 151 group," the States,,contractors,,and other
interested' organizations.
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The models, in brief ,
.. .,

.
.

Ti* Commissioner. Of EducatioA is required by Section 151'to develop
models which "speCify objective criteria," "outline techni4ues...and "
methodblo9y,' and produce* data which are "comparable on a _statewide and .,

nationwide basis." The term "models," then, refers to sets of procedures."'
regarding data collection, analysis, and. interpretation which whenfollowed
will yield estimates of prograkimpact on participating youngsters. The
steps leading to such estimates are often complicated.

,
The perplexing question in all evaluations of social programs. is to

what degree a noted Paproxement in conditions (an increase in children's
reading scores, perhaps, or a decrease in traffic fatalities, increase in,.
voter registration, drop in number of influenza cases, 'etc..) 4 really due .

to the new strategy tried. Other influences on those conditions prohibit
an administrator from knowing how efficacious the new strategy was, and
steps must be taken to sort out from-the overall change the effects of

. thote "external" influences:, The "remainder," then, is assumed to be due
tb the administr:ator's program.'

. .

The rsorting_out" mentioned above is the goal of the methoddlegy :

, embodiedr? the evaluation models. Influences on childrenJs educational
performs e other than the special remedial hdlp trey receive through.
Title J. include their maturation, participation in a regular school program,
greater familiarity' with the tests, etc., so 'the stepin.the evaluation
models must allow the administrator to determine the degree to which Title I .

hp helped the children over and above the improvement they show due to these
, ibther fact rs. The rationale behind all the models is oneiof observing over
z a period f time.the progreis of other children who have, presuiably, been

exposed o the various "other influences on their educational perfornidnce,
but have not been exposed to Title I. The difference between their pOogress
and that of the program participants can then be reasonably attributed to
the Title Eservkes. ' .

. ../
. .

,

* The three models, theiefore, prescribe pre- and post-testing for.the
Title I children as well as for a second group. Por convenience, the children
in the test publisher's norming sample can act as that second groWin the
simplest model (Model A);, a local, group of children similar to those in
Titlei but who are not in special compensatory classes' comprise the comparis

d//P
group in Model B; the children in the same'grade as the Title I group who*
scored higher on 1 pre-test than the Title I selection score provide the )o sis.
for comparisonin Model C. If various conditions are met, statistical fo-

cedures allow the use of the data from these comparison groups fdr'so ing

out'the effects of influence5,which'rival participation in Title I explain,
Title I students' improvement. ..

I .

,
AA,

r
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.

In short, to Use'one of the evaluation models, °he Must test the
Title I,studehts twice using an instrument selected because its content
corresponds to the project objectives and assess the amount of student
growth.. Depending on the nature Of the similarity between the students
in the tornparison group and' those in Title I.(as well as other factors),
one uses an appropriate statistical protedure to yield an estimate of the

Title students' progress, had thby not received the extra help. This
estimate is subtracted from the figure reflecting their actual progress,'
and the differenceis attributed to the Title-I project.

. Although certain prat ures must be followed to make the estimates
valid, there is much fleiib ity in the Title I evaluation models to allow
local use of preferred tests, ifferent scales, and most appropriate
schedul4ng of the testing. For eporting'to States and USOE, the estimates
of project effects must be expres d in a metric common across sites. That
'is done by conv tine the local figu o a scale which incorporates a
'national distri,bu ion of scores (and for the different models, that conversion

)/ can occur at various times in'theproiess). The.national scalehis been called
"Normal curve Equjvalents," or mime. frequently, "BCE's."

4
4

Overview of this report
, .

4 , -

The remaining chapter .,in this oePort describe the status of the use of
the models, the experiences of people who used them during the school year
1976-77, USOE progress in drafting regulations regarding their use, andithe

. nature of work planned for the near future to improve the quality of the data
greduced. ,

A.

Specifically, Chapter 2 incluclqs4 a brief history of the program to
develop models and encourage their use. The work of the technical Assistance.
Centers, the numbers of 'districts using the models last year,and-projections
for next year are also discussed. - .

0(A.
N . ..i.,

1 1- More detail about the use of the mod is last year is the focui of
Chapter 3. ActiVittes 'at both the State and local levels are described as
well al,successess and Problems reporte by people in those sites. A list of
recommaidationsfor further refineMent f. materials, etc., is included. 4,

Simultaneous with the adoption of the new techniqunby many States and
districts is the process in 00E to make their use mediatory byall Title I
grantees who qffer services in the basic skills to school children in grades
2-12. That process,8the public input incorporated into it, and the Initial
ideas about content of regulations are described in Chapter 4..

.
,

.

. Chapter 5 is a summary-of conclusions,about various aspects of the
Title f evaluation and reporting system and the program to support its use.
Plans for future work in this area are also described briefly.

41
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CHAPTER 11...: STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 151
.,-.,

. .

. . . .-
..

n the;pirling cil,97,4, members of theiComilittee on Education and
Labor of the U.S. H2use of RepresentativeidecIded that the Office of
Education should assume a more visible leadership role dn.the evaluation '.

of the effectiveness of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965. They amended the Act, adding Section 151; which defines

., various aspects of that increased leadership role. .

a .

4
Lit'l

. .

., Work of vailous types has been underway for the four rears
. .

since the formulation of Section 151, and the purpose of this 'chapter
is to describe the current status Of that evaluation program. Three

. sections will follow: the first will summarize briefly the history .of
the Section 151 program; the second will(descrthe some,of its effects
in terms of the numbers of LEA's nationwide using the new- Title I
evaluation techniques and, the range of activities underway by. Technical.
Assistafice Center personnel; the third will discuss our, expectations
regarding use 'of the, models next year. , s .

r .History and early Years. of the Section 151 program

.

Figure 2.1 on the follOwiug page illustrates the time-line for the
't.work* in. USOE to standardize the evaluation and reporting activities of

ESEA Title I greantees. Early efforts to try to use SEA evaluation data
were frustrated by their lack of,untfor:mity, and suggestions were made
as eartyas 1972.that:U§OE Should develop. methods for their use.

Reauthorization hearingsin ihetspring of 1974(and the subsequent
.passage of P.L. 137p80 adding Sectiop 151 tb Title I) strengthened the
interest in those Suggestions, and work was begun to develop models.
Prototypes were reviewed ip the spring of 1975 by ,USOE staff, memberi of
twq,,evaluation panels,and SEA'staff'in the stales. Their reactions, in _

general, were that the models looked promising, and USOE initiated a new
project invOlving visits to all States.(and-atleast three dtstrtasof
each).

.

. .

114..visits (each tbou't two weeks long) continued though Julie of

. 1976, and national workshops were 'conducted that fall, to 'train State

personnel in the new procedures. Also in attendance fat the workshops ..' .

were staff of the Technical Assistance Cehters.establTghed under contract-
to USOE. in September of1976: r .. ,.

.

The purpose of ,the Centers is to provide services to States; and, at.
their discretion to local districts,. Whelp them address unique, site-
specific Title I evaluation problems. Their Work extends the more general
advice provided to State personnel at national training essiong. Hence,

as to reach a
the kinds Of
ese services..

-following the workshops, the initial task of each Cent
written agreement with each SEA in its, concerns

services to be prgvtded and the best ways of providi
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A 1972. Results from attempt to
.
.

,
11\ analyze; data were that they were

noP comparable across States add
. often nervalid. ,

]-
.

.' 1974. Re-authorizat4on hearings for
Title I; Section .151 was added;
contract signed for the analysis .

-of State reports and development
of evaluation models. 1'

-6-'

vk

FIGURE 2.1 Chronology of evaluatle model development and use
,

i

. i. 4

. 14

-

1971. Need
4

identified for a major .

evaluation of Title I, but there
would be 'along wait for results.
Data from State reports would be
analyzed in the interim. Contract

d to do 'so.
1...

1

C.

1176. Required ripnreto Congress
about.Section 151 subeftted as. due
on 1/31/75;' results from-effort to'
develop 'Models reviewed by USOE,

_ panels, and $ertonnel-tin 9,States.
Based on favorable reactions,
decIsion was to visit all States
and at least-3 LEA'S in each. Visits
began in July, 1976.

4
, *

1976. Visits to ail SEA's'and over
400-LEA'S were completed in.June.
National workshops. for SEA personnel,
were held in the fell. Technical
Astittance.Centec staffs began
work'with SEA's. LEA's in about' 20
States began using the models.

,

44

Ig7 . About 40% of the nation's
Title I districts used, the models,
USOE discussed the experiences
with those who had used the models
the previous year..

T9784-Twenty-three.State§ p an to
. have all. their LEA's using the

models for school-year 78-79:
training by SEA and TAC personnel
411 continue,-A memovandum to
all States and draft rules will
be distributed-

a

r'
-

.1t
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In order to reach this agreement, SEA personnel had to decide which
office within. the SEA would be responsible for negotiating with the TAC,
and which services would be emphasized. This often involved.an examination
of (l) "areas of responsibility'within the SEA; ('2) SEA-LEA relations; (3)
areas of technical expprtfge of SEA s ff members and local tchool-distr
talents; (4) the role of Title I evalu tion Ch the overall goals of th SEA;
(5) availability of funds-for Title I and related programs; and (6) e de-.
gree to which changes, if any, would h to be made to meet the quirements
of the new system. A liaison person was i entitled in each State as the
individual through whom the TAC woOld,cl information and activities.
Next, the.TAC's And State personnel negotiated a Letter of Agreement re-

. garding the activities to bundertaken and the procedures the TAC was to
use in 'responding to requests for assistance.

Due to the complexity of the decisions which SEA personnel had,to make
before a TAC could begin to proyide services, reaching an agreement often

.

took sevehlmirths, even in States where the personnel, were extremely re-
tecipical. assistance for ESEA Title-I evaluation.

(For those SEWS whiCh whpse initial reaction to federal technical assistance
was,Somewhat thAn.enthusiastic, reaching an agreement took longer, and
the provision"kseryices often began slowly.) Thus, the TACs.had little,
if impact on'the.designs of the Title I evaluations used during school-

;year 1976-77, 4Rt, in some.instances, t y didypfovide help in interpreting
-results in disteicts'which used. one of t e evaluation models that year.

rW .

Amber of LEA's using the new evalu ation procedures-
..,

:Table 2.1 is a list of the percentage of districti% by State, Using one
of the reading and mathematics evaluatio0nodels in 1976-77. (The reader is

warned that the use varies across sites with respect to quality and thoroughness
later discovered, the models were often attempted, but not,completely

followed. ,Nevertheless, the information, pOvided in Table 2.1 can,be used as
a taseline regarding attempts to implement the Title I evaluation and reporting
system during the 76-774school year as Well as currently. (For camparism
purposes, also listedin the table is the ercentage of distrIcts in each

4 state attempting to implement a reading an /or mathematics Title I evaluation

model.in school year 1977.48.) /

,

By fa r; the vast majority of,distric s currently-implementing the system
are us.ing'the norm-referenced model.. F9r the majority of Title I Wojects,
this is the.only model that will Provide eta-that will meet the requirements, .

Of the system and provide meaningful res lts at the local level. Most projects
40 90t.have.enough students to pucsuel I:Intro] (comparison) group model or a

regression model. In addition, some dis ricts have chosen to use-a,horm-
.

' referenced model because they-feel that it is the easiest to implement
(although this is not alwayi true).
e . .

.
. 11 .

,
.% ..
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Table 2.1

Approximate % of LEA's 8eginnin4 to
Implement an Evaluation Model

6-77

Conn - 140 Olsticts 25

Maine. 164 97,

Mass.- 340 94
N.H. - 165 100

R.I. - 40 18
Vermont&64 93

Region 2

N.J. -450,stricts '0
N.Y. - 7t0 I

Puerto Rico - 30 100`

'Virgin Islands r 6

Region

Delaware"- 23 Dist.
Maryland - 24
Penn. - 505
W. va. - 55,
D.C. - 1

Virginia - 140

Region 4

Distri

Ga. - 187'

KY. - 181

Miss., 152
N. Car..- 145
S. Car. - 92
Tend. - 147
Region 5

Ill. 797 Oistricts
-Ind. - 302
Mich. 75'
Ohio - 625
WiSc.- 388

Minn.- 439

. .

R9ion I 1976 -77 \ 1977-78 Region 6 l976,77

9 Iowa - 440 nistricts
.

5' Kansas -250
100 Missouri- 389
100 Nebraska -300

1977-78
... . ,

.54 IA, 305 Oistri,ets 100 100
100 LA, - .66 Partstes , 0 10

.

100 m.m4x.-86 Distrfcts 0 22
100 . . Okla; -613 160

50 Texas-1017 0
100.

.

. . I

.
Region 7 .. 4

9

0

100I
'r

e:

45

'100
- 70
1

'78

0
0

9

00
0

100
20.0
1

0
2 -
4

100
2

Air
0
0
0 .

100
0

0

Region 8 411i

100
12

Colo. - 172 Oistricts
Montana-250 50,w .

7

. 100
2

100
'No. Oak.- 267
So. Dak.- 188

0
100

25
100 :

. 100 Utah - 40 20
29 Wypining - 42 0 30

Regioni9

100 Arizona - 145 list. 5. 36
35 Cal. 1080 o . 1

15 -Guam - 1 100 100
2 Hawaii - 7 '0 100

30 Nevada - 17 0 100
20 Samoa,- .1(- 100

100 Trust`Terr.-61 0 50'

100
Region

7 Alaska - 48 Oistricts 0 19
40 . Idaho - 105 . 98 98

. 0. Oregon -265 ' 0 9

locr wasp. - 290 ,O 35
. . 15

13 4,
4.7: ° $

Totals Total LEAs.- 13,576..
1976-,77 Total LEAs Beginning Implementation3121

Percent LEAs Beginning Impl!meot!stiotp 12110t.,

"r1.97770 Total LEAs Beginning Ihplementationf 5388
lercent,LEAs Beginning_ImpIesentation; 40%

,

V%

1.
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most
. In gerieral,th'e p=egressidn or control omparison) gfOup' odel'ii f

.. ..
,

. mott likely to be used by a medium to large project, with 0.1 rge-scale )

.testing program in place, and a computer or sophisticated hart alculator
availaOre. In some ca es, where a regression or control* (compa son) model
'is appliedlIthe distr laps also to use a norm-rtfereked model. {Districts
have been encouraged des in their evaluations to conform to the requirements
of more -than one model, incase they are unable, suddenly to meet the require-

. ments of one of 'the mo4e1S). c,
.

,

..1...;
. ,1:

. .0 x

The TAC's have been actively involved in providing workshops and on-site.
cootultatiob,6 Statist.it they implement the new evaluation procedures ,As
shown below, the eailWworkshops focused on Orienting LEA and SEA Titi101
staffs to the models. -Following the orientation workshops; the,USual pattern'
was to hold more focuse4,wockSARS on particular-topits for smaller groups, ,

e.g., test selection,, mplementation of a model and datkanalysis procedures.
Table 2.2 lists the nercp406 of LgA't in state that have been trained;
that is, those who haveapporesented the USOE systek by TAC staff members or
SEA staff members. The list-belOW, taken from the Region VIII 15-month report,
describes the workshops held AO th4 nature of SEA and. LEA consultations.

9, 4.! \
.1

1.0

IL
r

Workshops':
il.

. .
1

1,
A. .Orientation -- overview of repo0rting system.and the three evaluation models

B. ModelSelection--procedu4s And considerations when selecting a model
, .

C. Model A Implementation = details of how-to use ,fit
i.'

'

D. Model C:Implementation--details of-how-to use it
. fif

.E. Test Characteristics and SelActiontcharacteristics of test.to considet
A .

-.
. a when selecting one for project

r .evaluations

.

.F. :Data Analysfs7-details'orhow to do;it - 1"

4

. .
.

Consultation -
4

. a. .

A. Pilot Site Decisions--Pe Arding the appropriateness of LEAs serving

.4 - . as pilot sites for a specified model (infol'mation

g0;;*generated from their experiences would be used to

-olsist,other4districts) .

rj
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Table a 2/

' V

. ; .
:% of LEAs Reving Some

.

_REGION I :0IfRICTS
77751. of 12/31)*
.Connecticut- t 146 ,. 21%

-Maine . 1.64 , 7,3 :

Massachusetts 340 go '1
New Hampshirlk '165 :go,

Rhode Island, 40 45.

Vermont ,54 40t,
.

"REGION II, I*

New Jersey . °450

New York I, 760 0

Puerto. Rico 30 0

Virgl n Islands 1 tn0

REGION III (as of 12/31)

Delaware 1 23 ,100

Maryland 24 20
Pennsylvania 505 ' 80
Virginia . 140 35

% West Virginia 55 ,100

Dist. of Col: 1 TOO

- REG1ON.IV (as of 12/31)

Alabdir
Florida
Georgia

Kentuck
Missi s3 pi

N. Carolina
S.".Carblina

Tennessee

Teie.

127.
. 67

.187.
181

152
145

' 92.

147

ToLei.# F.

Taal 0 Rreiving
Some Trnining...

, .

T9tn It :4
:intrie

. . . ..........

a

106
100
100

1(Y)
100'
10n
100

Training 'as 'of

REGION V

Illinois
Indiana
Mi chi ga

Minnesota
hip
iscpnsin

GION VI

Ar ansas.,

, Lo isiana..7Parishes

'few Mexico

nkla oma.

Isexa

REGION I

-10L

,10/1/77. .

DISTRICTS

79i

302

515
439

625

188

Iowa
Kansas.
issouri
Nebraska

REGION VIII

.Colorado
montana
*N. Oakota-

S. riakota

Ittah

Wyordpg.,

REGION IX

Arizona
California -

Guam
eta is i i
Nevada
Samoa
Trust Territories

REGION X

Alaska

Idaho
Oregon
Washington

17

It

37%
100

0

59

64

51

-. 385 fen
466 100
86' 22

613/ 100'

,017 5

440

250

389. .

300

77

100

55

75

L

172

250 90
267 90

188 95

40; 75 -

42 75

145

1,080

7

17

1

6

48
105

2f5

290

1

00
0

100

100 .

100

100 .

78
98

8

86

. t

e-
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B. T sting Decisions--regarding characteristics of districts of various
tests which should,be considered when selecting-etest.

*
.

$

": %.

Iata Analysis Procedures-regarding the most appropriate arrangement for
data analysis (e.g:, computer versus hand-

1

analysis -
., - .

0. neglected or Delinquent Programs:-meeting with SEA and LEAs to discust .-

. ,.. .

.evaluation pPocedures in the interim'
before models are disseminated by qsoE %.

. , .
- 9-

E. Planning'Future Woik--meeting with SEA to determine specific content of "
,i.

'workshops and more general strategiei:for training
and assisting LEA personnel

F. Reporting Forms--regarding rePortieg formats to meet
.

specific needs

G. Computer Software Installationassisting SEA.and LEAs to install comput# '.:.
. .

progiem for data -analysis ,

.
.

Table t3 lists the special interests of each State and reflects t

gariety of activities of Center staff. Also, .copies of the 15-mpn h.

ihe
report ( ct..,. 1976-December, ma) from each of the Centers are avail ble.by

reques from the Office of Planning, 0udgeting,
.
aqd Evaltiation. . .,4 .

I.

Expectations for use,of the evaluation models next year

1 V

cAs shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1; we expect more: widespread use of
the new evaluation procedures next schoolyear% There is much emphasis
SEA's this,sprfng on revising mater'fals and trainingclocal Ottsonnel. As of
February 1 this year, all SEA's but one have a.plan Oecifyin0 how they .011
move into statewide use of the system.land in theneac future, most1/4wilt haver
achieved that goal. .

1 ."
Other new developments which facilitate adoption of the models are

regional coordinating councils who meet to dilscuss common problems and
solutionl'and the distribution of USOE's-quafterly evaluation viewtletter to
%11 LEAi. Both of those activities increase the visibility bf the Title 1
evaluation program and encourage SEA personnel to proceedwith the new models.

.

I
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REGION I

Massachusetts

Merging of'State and Title I ,

evaluations
Needs assessment
Col:miter/management data info
systems

4i

1 Table 2.3
Special Interests of States

New Hampshire

4.
P cesS evaluation
U of data ,for decision maging
A ective and early childhood

aluation
gitudinal studies

t

o gitudinal effectiveness of
T tle I programs

Conn ctjcut

Ea .130 childhood evaluation

Pr cess data,
Rhod Island

Pro6lems of aggregation
Test selection; out of
level testing

of data for ,program

rovement

REGION IImi,4
New Jersey

e-

Adapting Model a to account'
for local variations in
achievement growth in large
LEAs

;it

4,`

.,19

-12-.

gqm II Ant.)

New York

State centralized processing'
of data

Puerto Rico

Test deyelopment,
equating.

REGION III

District of Columbia

Evaluation design s

Development of local norms
Use of criterion-referenced.
tests

Simultaneous implementation of
all three, models .

s .

Development of a -laboratory
handbook

Maul a n_41.

Test selection.
Presentation and Utilization
of test results'

Data collection procedures

.Evaluatio design
soTest selection '

Data collection procedures.
Utilization of test results
Presentation of results to the
public

Overview ofevaivatfbn for
Parent Advisory Councils
Installation of computer pro-
grams

Use of eriterionTreferencqd
tests

.
,
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tdrinsylvonia

T..c
4,_. ,4

Ihstallatten:of compdter.prOgramt
gteView Of'cuerently aVaiTable
1:;tpits

-
, .

Test*lecti'cat .

.4. . -

West: Virginia' sA .
Eftitiation design

Datai,collectionprocedurel
Ailisting.ig the .development

oft'saadipetency-based reading
test for use in Title I
Assi1ting W. Virginia in develop-

viing'ajitle I Evaluation .

handbook

P6

;

Delaware

Test selecton& reporting forms
Reporting to parents
rhservice training in evaluation
methods'

Affective measurement

REGION IV

Florida

Computer analysis system
Model C

Georgia.
.

Affective measurement

North Carolina.

Affective measurement

South Carolina

Technical issuestin Models

Tennessee .
Computerprograping ,

.EAk
OibirWl orieritaiionto systems

Mississippi
Staff training.

.1

-13-

.FiEgoitiv (cont.)

Alabama

Early childhood evaluatOon
Functional level testing

RE,GIONk

Illinois

.COBOL computer program
More detailed test inforTation;
relate evaluation to state

assessMents

Indiana

Include grades I and 2 in
evaluation.

r Michigan

Reduce not* referenced .4ata .

Collection burden for,districts
using ORTS. Coordinate.
evaluation.with state assessment:

Minnesota .

Install computer progradon
Burroughs.

Ohio

-Include grades 1 and 2 i'n

evaluation.

Wisconsin

. 0

More detailed test information.

1

Process ev uation '

REGION

Arkansas

20",

Test administration
Test. score interpretation

Model Al implementation
Miigrant evaluatiiin

/



*REGION VI (Con

Louisiana -

Non-normed testing
Awareness of PACs
Computer support
Hand. calculators

Obiftctivp writing

New Mexico

Reporting forms
Model Al implementation
Affective measures ; '

Regression models

Oklahoma

Computpr support
Data anatysis

`Texas

All models implementation
Migrant-evaluation
Essential of gobd process
evaluation; Neglected
and/or delinquent models

REGION VII

Iowa

Installition of computer system;
Special study on quality control

Nebraska ...:

Installation of computer system;
Special study on base-line data

Kansas,

. Computer program documentation

Missouri

General,
t

ortentation to system

REGION Viltj

No, Dakota:.

AL
O.

'Early childhoid 041*iation

!.,,
S24_Dakqta II;"

N/D ealuilleop
.

e

llyoming .

'

Using.aff4tive measures
Use °trifle I evaluation for
loca).diiision making
Integrating Title I Evaluations
with-State data collection
Test. selection issues
Process evaluation'

-14-

Mo.ntana

Use of CRTs and local norms

P)19114g9.

N/D evaluation and CRTs
Migrant evaluation
Process evaluation
Coordinate Title band other
testing%

'ttel

Computer System
Evaluation involving minority
.groupsi esp. Native American
CRTs and local norms

REGION IX

Arizona

I

Local norms
.

Regres'sion problems (Model ,C)

Combining NRTS with-non NRTS
Upgrading staff skills

California

Model C and A pilots
Combining Calif. assessment with
-Title 1

21
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REGION' IX (cont. y

Hawaii

Local use of Title I resets
Process evaluation

Test

Nevada

Mbdification of computer output to
get individual scores.

Guam

Instrtime n problem,on TESOL
Selecti and development of,
instru ents on TESOL

Improving selection & placement of c.

children

Trust Territory

Developing own tests and local norms

Samoa

Deielop plans to coordinate Title I
and other Federal programs eval's

Improve evaluation capabilities

0 c

REGION X

jca

Deieloping local norms

Idaho

Improving guilty of Title I eval.

Oregon 1

Establishing computer network
Use of Rasch Scaling in Title I evaluation.

Washington

Ialprove staff evaluation capabil ides. .

Expanding utility 'of Title I computer programs
for feedback to teachers

22
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CHAPT .ER III. EXPERIENCES 4N THE USE OF THE.NEWEVALUATION-SiSTEM

) ....

Ike purpose of this.chapter is to.describe (1) the experieqces of .., :

Stateftd local pertOnnel'who Used the evaluation modlls to assess project
effects for the 76-77 school year, (2) the successes and difficulties they
ex erienced, and (3) various Suggestioni (from them as well as-from others),.
'f making.the procedures less difficult. To put their experiences'in

ntext,swe will first outline the steps necessary at the State level to
et theModels used by LEA's. Secondly, the data manipulation prescribed

!by the models, themselves, will be described,stich that users' suggestions
/for refinement,can be-related to the overall process..

Hence, this chapter as four sections: (1) the SENrocess_to facilitate
LEA use of the models; (2) the data manipulation necessary in project evalua-
tions; (3) the experiences of personnel at the SEA and LEA leVels in adminis
tering or.performilig the evaluations; and (4) suggestions for modifications .

in the USOE - recommended procedures.

-
The SEA protess to faci.litate LEA use of proposed USOE evaluation models

t

During .the 1976-77 school year, 28 of the'SEA's across the nation had
LEA's using one or more of the proposed models to evaluate the reading and/or
math outcomes attributable to participation in a Title.I project. (See Table
2:1) for the most part,.those sites used the techniques for the flint t
Information gleaned from the evaluation personnel there dives an idea of the
administrative proce res involved in effecting the change to new met ods. .

OM personnel c b_t_acte0 six of the SEA ,Title 1/ directors who have had
the longest and most coMprehensive experience in using the new procedures.
Without exception'they were Willing to share information concerning the
characteristics of the implementation process. Visits were made to the/
states of-Florida, Iowa, M e, Ohio, South Carolina, and South Dakota.1

The generalized step-by-step procedure.followed by a SEA is presented.
below, and a GANTT chart (Figure 3.1) illustrates typical timing of those steps.
The procedure does not represent a specific state, but rather a composite of .

what-happen0 inthe States whqse staffs we contacted.

I. SEA and some 'LEA personneljn every state learnqd of upcoming changes
through USOE presentations at national meetings, visits lo the.states16y RMC
Research Corporation personnel (under contract to USOE), and through visits
by various* USOE staff members. For SEA personnel*. this "first exposure" to
some of the new ideas could have been as early as summer-of )974 (USOE was.
already recommenditig the avoidance, of certain test score metrics. in conjunc-

23
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Figure 3.1' =

Sequence and timing of the implementation steps in a typical state.

. ;

.. ..
.

. Time peiiod: 4,

Scho'ol-year 1974.-75 1975-76 1976-77 . 1977-78

Steps: .
. Mpnth 6 9 12 3 6 9- 12 1 '6 9 12 3 6 9 It -3 ".

. - .

1.. SEA learned of Upcqming changes

2. 'decided to implement them
4.

3. revised their forms & instructions

4. conducted orientation meetings

:5. identified, pilot sites

61 held additional meetings

7. LEAs modified student selection methOds

. 8. decided level.tof data' rollection

. 9. SEA assessed their progress.

10. expanded the implementation
. .

11. collected expuktip,reports.

12. edited the data
I

I C

13. AggreAted data for USOE

14: further analyzed data

exemplary projecty

16.revised the ,program

17. Modified their eviluatIon techniques

24
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f
;Jon with the effort to document, and disseminate information aboLit effect,fite
practices), or as recently,is the 1975 -76 school year;

.4 7

2 In'tome uses, SEA stiff decided to eilot, field test, or fully
im lement the new system, occasionally with liMitations on their LEA's as
to choice of model or test. Evaluation ond prograin personnel discussed the
ramifications of adopting the proposed models, balancing technical and political,
considerations against the expected return of useful information. In some States, -

these discussions' disclosed a preference for Statewide use of a- single moael.
In others, a decision was made to encourage the LEA's to consider all ti* models,
and choote the ones) best suited to district characteristics. .

3. Following the SEA decision to aaorit the model(s), staff members revised
their evaluation reportino_forms used for collecting data,from LEA's. This re-

' vition was based on the types and extent of information required for implenenta-
' tion and'for quality control. Generally they attempted to reduce the paperwork

formerly required from the LEA; starting with the draft forms produced udder
contract for USOE and sent to SEA's for review, they added sections dealing with
Specific material needed by the SEA (such as data concerning the natire of the
proje4, hether'it was pull-out or an intact class, if aides were used, over-
all pr am emphasis, etc.) Even with these additions, however, the result was -
an 0 rtviatgd feporting form compared to those from prior years.

4

4. The State then conducted orientation meetings to publicize the change
/ of procedures, to train local personnel regarding the new forms, and to obtain
information on problems which could arise. .Material covered at the meetings
ncludedan orientation to the evaluation.models, discussion of the proposed
LEA reporkforms, and notification regarding the implementation timetable.
State personnel stressed the reduction of,paperwork (and possibly also of
testing) as a compeniation to the LEA's for the increased rigor deMhnded in
Oialuation.

At all-the workshops, attempts.werelMode to keep the number of participants
to a minimum (to allow interaction among them and to allow attention to each
perton). This meant that since' ttendance of at least one person from each
LEA was, compulsory, States'had to hold several workshops over a period of weeks.

'Often the sessions ended with the SEA distributing a questionnaire regarding the
attendees' reactions to the changes,houghts about.other types of workshops.or
Assistance they might require, and probable choice of model.

5: Usually SEA's identified pilot sites to try the,models the first year
(75-76). Since the workshops gdnerally took place after the selection of
Title I participants and their pretesting in the schools that year, the ft l-

flesiged System could not be started immediately. Consequently the SEA chose a ..

sUbset of the schools in the State to pilot -the models, And to gse the new forms
'and instructions ff they desired. The data collected from the ijlot school

districts the first year were generally somewhat...flawed for, project assessment

since test of the LtAss had problems following dal of the procedures for any
given model'. The'obxperiencl was considered valuable, however; as a basis'for,
determining remaining difficulties, most troublesome requirements, and fuithtr
needs for technical assistance.

Yir

es.:
.
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6. Coincident with the:prbcess of choosing try -out schools, the SEA
held additional lagings, Technical materials were distributed to all pilot ,

.L s, and their participation requested at area workshops. SEA personnel.,

by this time much more convergent with t new procedures,gave detailed
instructions on the model requiregents. They were often assisted by Technical
Assistance Center pertonnel (as descOped in Chapter II). 'The State leaders
helped LEA evaluators try out .actugl.analyses on sample data. -Those_States-.
in whichthe SEA program perswell)layed a majors, 'visible role in the'4.1qrk-;
shops found that their early involiementaincreased the chanes of suctess.

lb

7. With Sei.encourageOint both. 4,n the meetings referred to above and'

in frequent,mailings of technical papers to the schools, the LEA evaluators
modified their methods for selecting children* for Title I service. since
most of the LEA$ cho to use'-Model A,We.norm - referenced approach), they
were required to s tt1e.V0articiberits on. something other than their,

,e- _pretest scores. (ft y:akpost every LEA had selected students, on the
pretest, thus leading t ttmOtes of theefficacy,of Title I., art

inflated due to the regresiion,effect.) Suggested new methods included the
use'of diagriestic,tests, failing grades in the classroom; ohjecOvAteachef-

.

rating scales, district-developed tests, and subscdies of standards, tests.

8. Thetas also decided on the most appropriate level of datacollection
for their situation. The evaluation system requires, that data be'collected on
a "project;" h4hce, any information obtained should descritiethatsunit, If a

project were defined.on a "micro" level Such ar s a single'language arts tlasi-
room, the number of students comprising thCobservations about that unit might
be too few for stable conclusions; if defined on a "macro" level (for example,
including all language arts.instruction in a.district), perhaps too little de-
tail would be available for use in identifying the educational practice responsi-
ble for the change. Thus, a project might include classrooms which varied on
hours per week instruction if the LEA evaqUator contiderethe time difference
to be'inconsequential. Btit, for instance, data from classrooms in which
computer-assisted instruction was used would OtiNpcombined with those in which
peer tutoring was the mode because the two instructional approaches are quali-
tatively 4ifferent. !.

9. At the qonclusipn of the first year of implementation; ,,theSEA assessed.

its progreis thut far:

a. Had all evaluation personnel in the State been at least exposed to
the new system?

.

. .

b. Had a101ot group of LEA's attempted to use the hew methods and
? .report forms,,

c

c. Were -the reporting' .forms being revised' and becoming simpler to use?

26
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d.. .Had LEA; procedures for.ieleeting,Titie41 students been. modified,
as appropriate, to avoid the contamination of'the evaluatipe data?

Ns

e. Werg.non-piletttesting LEA's accepting the models (no longer hoping.
the Ehange would simply go away)? . w .

. 1/4,

f.-Was there do awareness among the State personnel of the need o:.
, .

,,,. establish some quality controlProcedures?_ . 1, .
10. In -the second school year,'1976-7 the State expanded,theimplementa- .

vtioa, A11 Sthools irf the State were reg to ,use the models and new repor-
ting firms. hditional workshops were p ided for those .who wished to retiew
the material, anAlop new personnel recen y given responsibility for Titlel
evaluation. ..Oftin,.4 second workshop during the school year was Added for
discussing the mechanics of completing and interpreting evaluation report,.

_ .

. 20 .

U. At the conclusion of the first comple te School-year cycle, the SEA . .

.collected evaluation repoctsfrom<all LEA's. Personnel,in the State office
. scanned the reports, and if'they appeared tobe complete, they were processed.
Otherwise their were sent back -to the LEA's for correction.

.. In the States with separate program and evallation units, at least two
copies of each LEA report were collected. One copy was given to the program
office and thorother to the evaluation staff. -A serious attempt was made by
fhe State Title I dfrector to involve the entire SEA staff in evaluation, and
to use the results intmodification of the program;,

.. .iP
.

.

12. As a first task in the Analysis, the SEA staff edited the data to
determine its quality/ The general characteristics of the project as reported
werematched with what had been proposed in the project's funding application.
Often data from entire grades, were missing, or the numbers of students reporte
difTered greatly from the 'number antio4pated. Appropriateness of tests, forms? .

and levtls, and testing dates were ascertained. Telephone calls were made to

LEA's with incomplete or err neous ret .s worst reports were returned 0
. .

the schools to bporedon' . t .

.

.
3 1", --

Then 1141 data ere ch cked. This'included inspection for out-of-range
ialbes, exct tve var'ability rocs PrOlpcts or grades, a large proportion of '
,scores in the guessin range, ncorrect arithmetic, unusual changes of number .

of students across b deb etc Often, the SEA found that much better editing,

....k
was posAiblewhen in ividual s udent sores were repo ted to the State, so thef
Modified their forms to reques that. LEA's cut student names off the worksheet,

. °and send the spores along with he report.
.

.*
Another part at the data qualify control wasthe checking of results from

sites-where Wrluation was known to be well .done in order to estimate .the range
of project gams likely to be friiund in the-State. Often such superior sites
were/large cities where the variability across projects was great. Hence, such
data were felt to establish reasOnable bounds for project eislimates% if data
from projects fell outside that range, they were re-examinedmfocpossible errors.

- -- -. t

,

J.- ' .

,
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13. The SEA personnel aggregated the most error-free data for their,
report to.USOE. 'Copies of the State report were, sent to USOE, to all Is
within the state, toOther SEA's,, and to representatives in the State an
federal legislatures, Sometimes the reports were given to tip newspaperys.

.

14. After the required report to USOE was Completed, the SEA further
_____-_analyzed the data to ander State-specifiC questions. For example, gains

were calculated for projects aggregated by the tests used for evaluation in
ordet to determine whether certain tests gave antevaluation "bonus" /to the -

user. Or gains were calculated Mr,projects involving pull-out programs and
compared .with those involving aides. / _ 44. r #

15. - The evaluators within the State also identified exemPlary, jects.
' Those with large consistent gains across grades were stjected, and Irf the

appeared to be reliable and valid, the results were disteminated. Pfojects
with large consistent losses' were also examined, and the Stateprogeam .

personnel' made suggestipns about possible methods of Improvement-to:the

LEA's - /

16. Not only:the extreles were jnv;stigatedT based on the complete
evaluationresults, State personnel considered revisions to aspects of.the
program, to reflect what had been learned. Where they were certain that greater
gains were possible in the low6 grades,-for instance, they encouraged:LEA's
to emphasize instruction at that ,level.' If the use of peer tutoring resulted
in generally larger gains, they stressed that possibility to LEA's for: theme
next year'sapplications. 4,4

,

7

17. nd last of all, the SEA modified the evaluation procedures to improve
the quI;lit of the data and increase,the scope of the decisions tha,t,could be
guided by t ose.data. Many of the specific problems they addressed are delibeated
in the following section, And kossible remedies are suggested.

The da manipulations necessary in fireject evaluations

,There exists tremendous variety, both at state and at local levels, in the
ways that Title I evaluation information is gathered, analyzed, aggregated and
,reported. In the extremes, some States currently gather data at the individual
studenrlevel from the LEA's arid, then employ central processing while other
States rely entirely on their LEA's to'analyze their own data: Some Statep
have automated v4rtually the entire evaluation process using scoring services
and automatic data processing; other's rely on information that is scored and
analyzed,entirely by hand. In States that have some very large and some very
small LEA's, differences in procedures will vary, tremendously even within the
State. -%
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Any_ explanation for this wide variety o4ractice across the national
Title I system would consist of many'fattors --.capabilities and support

. systems vary widely, different philbsophies and priorities are used to edt--4
policies, the numbers of Title I students in a districtoMay range from the
tens to the tens of thousands, while the amounts of Title I grants might
range from the tens of thousands tope tens of millions of dollars. :Thus,
it is difficult to envision, at the 'presedt time, a unique correct way, to do,
things.; the system must be designed to function efficiently with alternative
methods for data handling, proC'essing, analyzing and aggregating.

ev

A,sChemStic diagram of achievement datadflow'through;the Title I

evaluation system is presented in Figure 3.2. It isarranged to display

the:tasks typically done at the LEA and the SEA level. Depending on the

sophistication of a particular SEA or-tEA, a task (such as conversion of
scor es) can be undertaken at the SEA, LEA or both levels. Where a line in

the chart crosses to the .SEA portion of-the figure; that reprepents data

being reported by the LEA to the SEA, in the form indicated by the parallelo-.

gram where the line originates. The roman numerals depote phases to be

discussed below, including test selection and admini4ration, Scoring, score

conversion, data analysis, and data aggregation.

Phase'I selection /administration of-tests. At this beginning.phase of
an evaluation, sevetal sOps-are important: (1) the proper test must be

',selected.; (2) the correct ldvel of it must be administered; (3) the test
administeration procedures must be'standard; and (4) the testing conditions
must be appropriate. There are many aspects to each of these principles,

.,but they, can be summarized as follows.
P

. The "proper" test is, fOremost, one which..measures what is. being taught.
Mudh research (Armbruster, Stevens, and Rosenshine, 1977; Bianchini, 1976;
Hoepfner, 1976; Stearns, 1977; and Tallmadge, 1977) has highlighted the
degree to which different standardized tests emphasize different subskills
within a skill area Title I evaluators are advised that the more closely
their tests correspond to the projectobjectives,,the more relevant the scores
will be for detecting student growth in the project (Fagan and Horst, 1978).
This fairly common-Aense notion is often disregarded as other.fActors in- .

fluence test selection. . '

Furthermore, the "proper" test has empirical normative,data-on children
similar to those in the project at times of the year corresponding to the
pre-and post-test dates for the evaluation (if Model A is being used). Also,.

the nem datkare from a representative national (or local) sample df children.
.

Using the correct level of t4e test means administer, ing,one on whfChthe
fewest children7TUii3I1Tscore either at the "chance" level or at the top
score. This is important because a preponderance of the former (malty students
at the "flooe of the test) arttfically ihflates the group's pretest average,
thereby pverslating thefr ftaps-before the project: An estimate of their
gaiA due to thp project would of course then be underestimated, (51milarly,

if they "top oft" on the post-test, the 0oup's status after the project is
underestimatel, and the resulting gain figure is Again too.imall) Of course,

29
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the mismatch Of test level with student skill levels can

.

alsoaffect evalua- .

.tion results in other ways; the important-consideration is that students' ,

performance levels-be,refjected as aceurately as possible. Use of the wrong
level of the test precludes tIgs(ROberts,A.0.H. 1978i Roberts, S., 1978).

, .

All tests have standardized procedures outlined for their use. (Even

"home-made" instruments have instructions for administering them.) Such

procedures may include timing,.use of practice items., degree.of assistance
from the test proctors, etc. In order that students' test, scores be com-
parable to those of others (especially to the norm data), these procedures
must be followed (H4st, 1978). .6

;A related matter is.the insistence 6n good testing conditions. these
inclOde quiet rooms, timila settings for testing project and "comparison"
grog O children, same time of day, etc. (Horst,1978; Talmadge and Roberts,
1978. I

Pose II -. scoring of,instrumentsi,This st6 involves determining the
test 'score for each student. Occasionally it is done by hand:.teachers or
clerical personnel place a grid over,each answer.sheet,'mark the incorrect
responses,.and(tally the student's score. More aten, a service is 'used.
Student answer sW4ts are sent away to a firm who'will'return lists .of
students tested, the raw score for each, and quested score conversions.
Problems may arise with lost answer sheets, incorrectly coded ones, damaged
pagel, etc.

1
4 '

'Phase III - conversion of scores. Due to the mathematics required-by
the analytical procedures in an evaluation, students' raw scores (number right)
must be converted to a standard scoremetric. In most cases, the preferable
standard score metric for the computationsis one which incorporates character-
istics of, the national distribution of scores for the age group--the NCE. In ,A

order to deriye that figure, as many 4s three or four separate conversions may ;

be cestary for,,pach student's score. (A typical sequence wouldbe the child's
ra score, to the=publisher's standard score, to a national rank or percentile,
to an NCE). .

.
,

, .

Same scoring services Scan pro4de all o these scores; all can provide
e percerttile equivalelts. ',There is a-char for each additional score re-

iodested* however, so the' use of a service fo all arthe conversions could be,
expensive for large projects. .11* trade-off is one of accuracy, it appears. .

(See next section regarding comments ftom people about their experiences..) .

'. 1 1

0

Phase IV - datr p lysis.' Thisis the phase in the Title I evaluation
where data from individuals are combined into project-level sta4stics. NCE

gains, describing the effectiveness of the Title I project in contributing to
the students' learning above and beyond what is expected from tit4."regolar"
curriculum,. are calculated. Each model prescribes the.appropriate analytical
techniques, which range from fairly straight-forward computation in the-case
of Model A to complex statistical maoipulations in Mo el5 B and

31
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Phase V - data aggregatio4n: This is the
/

final step i thi title I
evalOatioosystem, prioh to the actual reporting of,the e aluation results.
Errors tirade at this stage of'the evaluqtfoll are not likely .to be too
serious, since the data on which the aggregations are based (project.level

jNCE gains) are usually accessible for later double-checking. It may take
place occasionalliin a school distr/Ct central office (when a single
project is implemented in several.b ildings) but more often this phase
occurs at the SEA level. /

.

.
s-t I

I

%

The first two sections of chapter have described the imp4emanta-
tion of the evaluation models--/in terms of'both (1) State administtative
efforts to bring about a change in LEA activities and (2) those.activities,
themselves. *The third section will describe the first experiences with
the models of both groups. .

.

It is'important in this discussion to recall the purpose of this "field
test' and documentation effort. Under Section -151 of ESEA, Title I, the. .

Commysioner of Education must require SEA's and LEA's tovuse "techniques...
and ethodology...for produding data which are comparable on a statewide and
nationwide basis" (Subsection f). oThe development and publication of valid
evaluation models as required also bj' Section 151 are. the fist steps toward
the nationwide production of comparable data; later necessae steps are the
monitoring of the use of those models and the development Of mean, to make
.their 'use more error-free.

Hence, we must re-emphasize that the purpose of this investigation is to
assess to what degree the evaluation system as now defined (three evaluation

,.,

models, aggregation guidelines, technicfil documentation,, a computer program
10r/producing reports, etc.) can yield the compatable, uniform data required

- y the legislation. We will, also address the benefits States and locals have
attributed:to the use of the models;.and where we',find that the use of the.
system has.,:not gone as intended, w can *sue means to improve the system.

17
Hence, the following sectIon desc bes the findings of conversations with&variou$ system usyrs; tihinajf action lists some suggestioni from_them
for refinements,

4."

State and local staff 61ments regar ding their experiences with the models
"

Both State and toaal district personnel have shown much progress in Using
the modeli and mile already somepositive outcomesaltributahle to that
progress. One thug especially welcomed by State personnel is the provision,_
of comparable data across .disc cats. (Many have never had data reported from
districts which could be ag4repted or. compared.) Most Stafts plan to--and
some already do--use :the evaluation data to identify especially effective
strategies within the State.

ti t.
.4"
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Another` favorable outcome haskbeen the eiistence of standards whfch
States can.tise for advising and monitoring their LEAs' evaluation activities.
Somefeel.that the lack of such information historically left them with,
little batis for insistingLupon specific LEA evaluation practices.

6 $

State persqnnel have also noted the benefits of greater attention tQ
achievement tests--their content, use,. selection, etc. If many cases,'
testing practices have beenpfavorab4 influenced by the models' recommenda-
tions of certain procedutes dependin updb test characteristics, That has
prompted everyone to look more deep into information about their tests.

Local.pprsonnel share to a large part the positive reactions to learning
more about tests. They also welcolne.the possibility of comparing the out-
comes of theit effortsto those of districts they know to be similar. In

many cases, there it also a positive reaction to the explicit statement of
evaluation steps. .They e 1 the recommended procedures are less a burden
than t eir former6attempts to meet unclear mandates.

A
.4"

Since the system does'establish standards and recommendations for both
groups, it also enables examination of fie extent tg which whose standards
are being met. In a sense then, one kilt acknowled0 that any analysis of
evaluation practices will yield less glowing comments than were prevalent
8-10 years ago because at the earlier time there was no way to judge anything
as unacceptable. We solicited the opinioni,of our program and evaluation
contacts regarding their problems, recognizing that the definition of A

"problems'" is a. relative one.'. We suggested they determine problems in.
comparison to an ideal implementation ofthe evaluation system, realizing
that relative to former practicss, they Often represent considerable
,imirovements.' ".

,
*.

An example, of this sort of dilemma with a problem.that by its very ex-
istence marks improSement over former practices is the first listed -under
Data aggregation in Table 3.1. The Title I evaluation systemrempllasizes
.the aggregation of data only for prqjects mith evaluation data on avAjor
portion pf the children served.(projects6with minimal attri'ti'on): ThA pis
to ensurg,that the evaluation data truly reflect the progress of project' ,

participants; and before this can even become problematic, one has to have
progressed from common earlier practices of tabulating ptetests and posttests
and never checking that they were for the same children (allowing, in thEl
worst case, the assessment of a groups posttest compared to a preceding
"pretest" of completely different children). Hence, in mankcases, the list 6.
in Table 3.1 is evidence of an imprexement in localevaluation methods;

45

There remain areas for further improvement, howeier, and they are discussed
in three categories: procedural, relating to adhering to suggested rules of
the models; clerical, referring to recording, translating; and calculating;
and analytical, resulting from technical or.statistical problems.

33
6 6
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Procedural. One area still 'needing work relates to the general
implementation rules. The requirement of Model A that selection of
Title I participants be based on data other,:than from the pretest.

'suffers thee most abuse. . =Even among the States which were the first
to attempt the models (Statei with extremely competent Title I personnel);
the proportion of LEA's still selecting on the pretest exceeded half of
those.repOrttng.

SEA personnel were besJt with questions from the LEA's on posgible
methods of fulfilling the model's ruleS without deviating from their
present practices orsperceivedorequicements. Various personnel advised
their AA's of valid ways to choose students and still not invalidate the,
evaluations, but seldom were the alternative methods tried; or when they
were .tried, .they did not eliminate the problem completely. For example,
one evaluator provided tables to help teachers in student selection
suggesting a,choice based on ,a combination of standardized achievement
test scores, absenteeism, a teacher's estimate of the student's achieve-
ment, an estimate of underachievement, an estimate of motivation, and
health. When the reports were returned, most'school districts were
found to have used the pretest standardized test score'combined with an
estimate of underachievement (obtained by the subtraction of the student's
score from the class average). Thus only a single criterion was used and 4.

the choice of. individuals to be placed in the Title' I group was based solely
on the pretest.

The second most dom moR lingering procedural problem is the administra-
tion of*norm-referenced tests at the proper time in Model A. Comparisons
between the Title I group and the test publisher's norms are most valid
wheifbased on real data points. Consequently the tests shouldbe given
during a four-or six-week period spanning thegtest publisher's main norbing
date. This was seldom the case, although at least the discrepancy between
true normfng date and date of use is decreasing.

inother administrative problem is that of communicating what the new NCE,
metric means. According to aiumb'er of State leaders, parents accept the
idea with Litt re hesitation, but administrators (espectally superintendents)
resist beyond tilief. The use of a variety of metrics for sharing results.
With interested parties will heelp ,i1 this area.

Administrators also question lee u unds for the testing ofso rce "o74
students in Title I evaluation. ft-requireMents of Model C include the',
testing of comparison students fronL4mong those not in the project. jhede-

fore if the district already hap eted funds for'testing once a year,
and selection of Title I students that test it acceptable, then Model C
is a logjcal choice. But'if the money, must bg located elsewhere, the choice
can just as logically be Model A. Any modifications of the regulations con-
cerning who pays for testing would have a direct effect on choice of model
and frequency of testing--perhaps more.often2a.mpve to Model C with testing
once a year. (This involves a small amount of doQey usually.)

a
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Clerical. The translation of a raw score intrany other score is fraught
with error. In one State, data, from more than 93% of the LEA's contained at
least one table look-up error. Another State director'reported -that the.
majority of ffrors in his workshop exercises stemmedifrom the Inappropriate
use of the same norm table both oreAlat and posttest score conversions in
spite of very obvious table ti ti , WheN,yet andthet had .modified the format A
of the publishers' norms tables, e error rates were Considerably reduced--but'

. still excessive. Another approach to Improving clerical accuracy was the re-
arrangement of the recording sheet for students' predand post-test scores.

When the LEA evaluator converts those scores to NCE's, calculates a -

different score for each child, and obtains an average difference (gain) score
for the group, four opportunities fot,error exist. (The raw or percentile score
conversion could be erroneous on the pretest, or the posttest, or the subtraction
or the calculation of an average could be wrong. The subtraction of prevpost._
scores, and 'calculation of an average are often double-dhecked, but the score
conversions are not.) Thus greater im2rovement in quality control would likely
ensue from.a change in the format of tFre worksheet as well as that of the con- .

version tables.

Another problem is that often the gain score for an individual turns out
negative, and negative numbers appear to be an anati to proper calculations.
One evaluator was so upset by negative scores tha he ignored every one in
averaging gains in his project.

The assignment_pf a pretest or posttest, score to every Individual is only
part of the process --the two tests must be matched for each individual. In

large districti the matching is generally done on a computer. Here several
difficulties appear: 0 matching program must be written; bad coding or punching
takes a toll of properly matched individuals; a single unmatched card in'a file
makes the entire remaining ones mismatched and makes the evaluation worthless
if left Undiscovered; students change the spelling of their names; and in-,
'consistencies appear in using tftlast name first.

"t4

'In smaller districts,(the match is carried out by hand. Here the human
intelligence can remedy many of the problems: -one can see that "Bill Thorn" on
the pretest is "Thorne, W." on the post, for eXample. A knowledgeable
individual might remember that a schobi boundary was recently changed, and
'hell the'students are in the neighboring school, or that the Jones children

matching by hand is offset by the increased frequency
oscillate regularly between two schools. Thui the increased difficulty in

matches. Sometimes
thA individual cannot find a match between pretest and posttest and simply

complete;.the persot either overlooked or i nored many items.

leaves the space bier*. Of the 182 forms by USOE staff, 29 were in-

t r

.."
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-.A tomparafivebF minor error in reporting is the failure to include the
day of, the month on which testing was accomplished. Under Model A a user
of the ITBS uld be expected to test within a two-week interval on' either
side,of'Apri 28th. If he merely reported that the test was administered in
Apr41, the ate evaluator cannot assume that the test was given at the proper

it can be corrected e
j

sily with
time; it co Id haie,been on the first of.April. A similar argument olds if
May were r orted. The error is minor in that
a change in the reporting requirements.

Anal tical. A variety, of technical- questions dealing with the statistical
add psychometr c aspects of the system continue.,to plague the evaluators. For
-instance, are they penalizing themselves when they test once a year in the

0. spring? If students forget a great deal during the summer,, Oerhaps they would
show-greater gains If they were tested fall and spring. When students repeat .

a grade, what pretest score should be used--the first pretest or the second?
And what norms should be used?

Some State personnel note that the-correction of an LEA's evaluation
error may result in a lowered gain estimate. (They-recognizez however,
that no one wants to be fooled into assuming successes in remediatIng
children's educational problems if that's not the case.).

The sample of individual project reports perused in the six States

visited by OE staff were rated on their quality of evaluation. Those projects

with the "best" evaluation (as far as we could tell) showed low but positive
gain scores for the Title I group. (The correlation between evaluation quality
and size of gain was - .25) Those projects which appeared to be evaluated correctly
showed a modest positive impact from the ,program.

we-

u 4 is

When the directqrs and evaluators.in the SEA's and the LEA's identified
the'problems ( W*ino/ above, they also suggested a variety of solutions. Some
approaches they had already tried out, and other possibilitie rose in dis- ',

cussions with USOE staff. The suggestions are described in t next section.

Suggestions regarding the new evaluation system-

People we visited,and other interested parties have uggested ways USOE
can help $EA's and LEA's follow more completely the procedures outlined in the
evaluation and reporting system. Their suggestions are summarized below.
,according to the same categories used in preceding sections: procedural,
clerical, analytical;

cI
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Table-8.1 Error rates in ,evaluation 'reports

,1f. the 182. project reports reviewed, 32.had no discernable error;

however, the remaining4150 appear to need further improvement in one or

more o#the,following:.

I Test selection /administration.

a. .use apparently appropriate test or subtest..(Content-wise)

Criterion
Not met

b. use test with relevant norm group

c. pretest at trud norm time 66
,. 1.

d. -posttest at. true norm time , 58

e if slightly mtsi pretest norm date, make posttest error the
, .

same 1

f. us ._41:40 level and form pre-and poet with Model -A , 14

g.- give make -up tests no more than .2 weeks aftei original ?

h., give low
lo

enough level of test to avoid floor, effects

i. .dive high enough levels of test to avoidailing

j. .gtve Appropriate put-of-level test

k.. use test adOinistrators who are objective

i. follow: standard jnstructions,

II. Scoring t.

a. check foraccuracy of individual student scores

. ,make sure student/score match is correct

III; Conversion of scores

a. use correct conversion tables
,

.00*"'3 'r'° I. do conversions accurately.

c. interpolate between tabled values when necessei:.

o

3

1

3
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IV. Data analysis
-

a. use data exclusively from studerits with'both pre-and post-
test scores

. .

'Criterion

Not met

. b. do all arithmetic accurately '32

V. Data aggregation

a. use data from projects with only minimal attrition 5

#

b. check that drop-outs (attrition) are not source of bias .?

,c. make sure studedts not selected for.project-based on
pretest scord in Model A

VI. Report form completion
1/4

a. include information about testing dates 99

- b. follow 4nstructions . -215.

1/4

c: complete all'items 29

d. make writing legible
p

34

Note; The format df the LEA annual evaluation report differs widely from
State to State,.- rangift ftom the detailed reporting of rat.r data to supplying

only a single overall measure of impact. Thus one SEA with access to raw
data was able to check the data closely (arid found that about 93% of the' *'

reports contained at least one table look -up error) but another,State had noL
way to check because raw data resided only with the LEA's., Therefore not
every, possible problem could be checked by the UWE team and our estimates

o various error rates shown in Table 3:1 ate undoubtedly low. For'instance,
the eleven cases with data based eon the use of inappropriate norms tables (see
III (a) in the table) are from a subsample of 40 projects mbich reported raw
data to the State; for those 40, this specific error r4teis 28%; we do not

or the other 140 or so reports examined.
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PrOcedural: Most of these apply to the general.implementation rules
'and Other administrativeareas.

.(

"72---Providea detailed special handbook On the implementation of each
..-----

el. Tht hatidtka-should be verygiientary, in step -by -step flow ch4rt
fhsh ,n, with plenty of concrete examples of, documents And approaches which
have worked.

. 0
,

, e_
. . . - ,

e...c..
2. 'Emphasize reduced testing requirements with the proposed. models. Too

many school personnel are too worried about too many tests. Specify, for each
model, the .minimum testing possible.

3. To encodrage the proper administration of tests, encourage thoSe
distrists using onte-a-year spring testing to have the teacher from the next
_highe0-grade give the test. To the third grade teacher testing the second

'grade students at the end of the year,, accuracy would be paramount since next.
-year he would have those very students and would, supposedly, welcome accurate

'--test scores in their folders.

4. Gth more guidance regarding test selection. Many studies have
demonstrated the importance of test content for detecting student growth in
specific skill areas.

S. Add more information to the handbook on out-Of-level testing. Most
individuals still feel very uncomfortable attempting to implement functional-
level testing although they recognize the necessity with some students. Pre-_

pare a detailed checklist which states can give to LEA's showing the effort
involved in ordering,, the logistics of.testing, and the scoring and translating
o' scores: Discuss the pay-offs for these extra steps in terms of an increase
_in accuracy of the scores. Also, some myths are common and should be investigAted
and discussed. ( "Functional -level testing will result in the pretest average
being lower;" "it will result in choosing the wrong students;" "it will give4

-.inaccurate estimates of gain;" "it will compare students, at one grade unfair'ty
with those at the next lower grade,'-etc.)

7

6. Provide guidelines bn what action to take if the raw score leads/to a
converted score too low to be inclvaed in the percentile table. For exadple,
'a fourth drader might take .an out-of-level Metropolitan Achievement Test;',
TOW, Reading. The raw score coutd correspond to a standardized score 030,
hitt thOtis top lox to be included in the percentile.table. . j

.7. Communicate the results of the data collected in this study g.publishers,
especially the information about 'the needs for norming4earlier in th year, and
for less confusing norms tables. 4 J

4,
8. Remove'the.suggestion in current documentation that tWodthfrcW of the

project should take plate between the. two pre-and post-tests. The ,nlidence of
failure to follow this requirement is negligible, and should dimtniih.to zero
as istcicts move to appropriate testing dates. The requirement readSjto
re ing of non - informative data, and.t0 problems when schools have a kovition
for students to return.to their, regular classrooms when they have mastered a
certain body. of material'. '(Only 2.21 of the projects sampled did-not:meet this
requirement, and they all planned to remedy the problem in the next sthool year.)
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9. Investigate the conditions under which combining results from
different grades is appropriate. If & comparison group for Model C is too
small within a particular grade, some addition of non-Title I students from
the next higher grade might be possible although technically they are not in
the project. Or in Model A, adding the twg Title I students in 8th.grade to
those in 7th might reduce the trauma attendant to finding an average of a 10
NCE toss (due to small sample size and *stable data),'

TO. 'In the light 'of the high ratt of errors in table reading, cAnsider
the use of a raw score reporting system. In the absence omeehanidal aids
to table look-Up; provide simpler scoreconversion tables to users.aod
communicate the problem to test publisheri: Some publishers' have already

provided vastly improved table for those States where the evaluator has
insisted upon them.) .

11. Provide ass stance, both in guidelines and in the computer program,
for the plotting of s against posttest for all models. The visual
inspection of the, scatterplots could be expected to indicate floor aryl
.ceiling effects, gross noniinearity of relationships, and the preidcepf ,

unexpectedly high or low "gainers."

12. Classify evaluation errors by severity so that when two'implementa-'
tion,suggestionsconflict, the.Titte I person can have some guidancd.

13. Many of the details of the-proposed system are best communicated
in materials to sOpplemerit a workshop. The technical reports. are
but difficult for SEA's and LEA's to obtain (budget probldms, communication
concerningLnew reports and methods of obtaining them, etc). Makeethem
available to WA's at no cost; SEA personnel could distribute them hiving
implicit sanction and perserving their leadership.

.14. Stft some examples 4f how program object)ves cold be stated under
the new reporting format. . -

One State requests that thi LEA Title rdiredtor estimate the NCE gain t,4-1
be achieved for each grade within each project. - If the third grade leading
project at Memorial Elementary has a reputation as the best, tJen a seven
NCE gain may be the objective. If it is the worst, then one-half-an NCE
might be appropriate.

15. Prepare examplei to help SEA'S and LEA's communicate evaluation
results to their various audiences,'including use.of NtE's, percentiles, etc.,

16. Consider alternative methods of tying a cost,figure to a peak t.
Since districts generally spend about 75% of their budget instructional(

personnel direct costs, reporting only those costs May se the accuracy

and decrease the reporting burden. Similarly), there may ba a way to rely

merely on GEPA Section 437 data. .

4 0
.
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I Clerical. suggestio
ealtuTRWITTrocesses. .

1. Ittruct-LEA e
i 11 pub) is h s norms tai
the school norms tab*

2s Remote any,

level. Interpo
-

-3. Send copies of an exemplary testilig-dates chart to all. interested...,
partie . For example, the forms used in one State include a chart such as the
'One sho in Appendix3.which assists district personnel in avoidPng test ,

6

s refer to reCording,"translaking, and

luators, hen looking. up average standardized scores,
bles, to usethe,fndividual percentile norms table, not

'f° ; ,
equirements forida4 point interpolation-at the district

on appears tmobe more error-prone than *is worth

administr tion dap errors. .4p

i .11

4. Add requirement forsthe ftolect report to provide the average seTec-
tior-NCE, wh g possible, and the average pretest NCE This will allow an easy
edit check to see if the selection was based con letely on the pretest, and
if the most,Oedy students-were chosen.;

I

5.' Revise the percentile-to-NCE conversion tables so that they.will be

easier to use. Perhaps they could be placed in groups of ten, with clear lines:

to demarcate the columns. . they areerror-producing-at present.. t
s

6 ,Crevelop "opti-scan" forms and software for the analysis of scores from

major tests. If a-State, or large LEA, decides to centralize the scoring pro-
cess.rather than have the local classroom Apachers.scort their own papers,
this is the solution with the greatest long-range potential, though perhaps

the. highest initial expense. furthermore, though the accuracy and speed of
data processing will be vastly, improved,the system must also hava set of '

appropriate error-detection methods built in: .'

7. Encourage LEA's to score some tests by band, even if they have engaged

a scoria', service, in order tiiieck:..the accuracy of.the service.

A

r
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8. Provide guidance reg rdfng,, the.use4of automated data pIocessing as
often as possible'for the va ious score aversions and manipulations
necessary in the system. ,En ourage oth approaches, too, to preserve the.

. integrity of the data: .

-
(a) Staff should 'try -to perform scor conversion activities in teams,

with people doable - checking the work of o hers whenever poisible;

(b) Raw data show be stored (or se
later che ing of a mple of them regardi

' used, e score cod ersions, etc.; .

to the LEA or. SEA) to enable

g the correctness of the tables

4c) Table should be re-formatted at the local level to allow for
easier readin (e.g., 2-colamn tables are ch easier to work with than,
multiple-col mn tables); and,

(d) Staff responsible for perforiOng t e_soLe co versions should be
AO' . "4"---"N

scores

jn the use and interpretation qf sta dardized eits, so that the
scores Oat they work with will came-to have intrinsic ahning leading to
detection occlearly wrong, inappropriate; o out -of -range scores.. s.

. Some sort of pre-programMed calulfttoi,
the data analysis. For small LEA'sortEAs w
facilities, a set of programs and implementat

ppmputer can also facilitate
't4auX access to larger-computer
on materialS are being develop

for use with hand-held programmable calculako ts mailable from $89 Anfl up.
(Resource Development Institute, the000T Assistance Center serving
Region VI, has developed- these programg whi0 an be furnished on magneti
cards for at least two machines, the,TexaS It ruments Programmable 59 and

t.s.
the Hewlett-Packard 65.)

4

Analytical. The,suggestions in tfirA
4
dti n refer to technical

characteristics of the models.

1. Clarify the severity of the regression azard when two-stage selection
takes place. For instance, a potential-Title I reatmeot group of 100 students
may be identified by teacher-referral. Then a p etest is given to those 100,
and the 95 students most in need are given treatm nt. Obviously the regress. on ,

effect is considerably less than if the five stUd nts most in need were chosen. %-

0. . ,

2. Investigate further the trade-off in com.ring project effedts from
spring to spring versus fall to spring. Once-a-ye r testing is much easier On
the budget and school time, but may be offset by t e loss of subjects and their
loss of knowledge over the summer.' )

3. Assist' evaluators in the objective identif cation of "outliers'
(student data so, extreme that they are :likely in er or). For instance,. in

plottfhg a Model t implementation, istrict eval ator was surprised to-
find two comparison group individua o were at th top:of the. distribution

on the pretest and almost at the bbt o on the Postt t. .Examination of their
scores revealed that they had scored at the 99th perc ntile on the reading

. .
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comOrehenslpn pret Aithout missing a single item. In contra t, their
,

vockbulary, stores Wye at the 1st percentile. Clearly some errote,had been
made (by The scoririksemige, perhaps), and the individuals were dropped from
the analysis. The Osultwas that the estimate of project effects ;hanged .
from negativCto positive:

-36-
1

1 -

Three conclusions appear evident from Chapter III: (1) The process to
change LEA evaluation activities to conform with those prescribed by the
evaluation models is-laborious and, by necessity, iterative. States we
visited had staff pursuing this goal for 0 long ai two years, and many re-
ported that more work is still needed.

.121Probably the_most pervasive.admin4strative problem for SEA's is that
it is .almost impossible for them to know what actually happens in the LEA's.
Of course, this Is much more than just an Maluation Oroblem, but it greatly
affects evaluation data. The tests may hive been given on other than the
reportedAtes (in one of the States, the test was supposedly administered on
a Sunday); ihe test administrator may have ignored the dtrections fqr proper t

test giving;.tests'tigned for group administration may have been given .
Nindividuiily or with elaxed time limits; they may have-been Idministered to
the wrong individuals; dr other situations may have prevatledwand no one will
ever know.

(3) Another threat to the validity, of data reported.app'ears

reliance on information that is scored, transformed and analyzed
Though.conversion to automatic'data processing wherever possible

ms a prom's-

1:11:24;11.e

3n the
evaluation system does not promise to be a total panacea, it see
ing first step.

,
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CHAPTER IV. 'REGULATIONS

. .

'Ns report' .has,'.d i scu red the 'ilences of 'SEA and LEA perionnel w o
used the evaluation models during veer 197677, (and in a few cases,

. L ,earlier). A31 State staff have begirt encouraged to get the LEA adoption
process underway, have..attended natibal 'workshops regarding the models, and
have called on their Tethnical Assistance Center consultants for help; USOE's...-role -in this has been o e of entouragement, persuasiveness (usually), and
assistance. ,die antic pate that those behalltiors,willtcontinue even as use of
,the uniform evaluatton 'models becomes reqtvrred, not merely voluntary. "" The r

vo purpose of this chapter is to discuss our work- underway to issue such a re-.quirement in the form oft regulations.
. .

... In response td Congressional inquiry in early 1975, we sought\a legal
opinion regarding the needs for regulations and were advised that they *are
required fer Section 1S1. The following paragraphs describe (r) our efforts
to solicit input from interest groups and the public, (2) ,the probable content
of regula tions, and (3) the anticipated publication procedure and schedule.

,... ...
Public Partici

.

ation..and Oonsu " .ion . As indicated in our earlier reports
about t e mote ve opMent process we a .solicited the advice and fOgges-' . tions of SEA and LgA representatives r= ing appropriate models for Title I
evaluation. We witT1 continue our effo is 'to consult with the public du +n
theregulations process. ""'.

.

4 , In the fall of, 1.07/6, in. anticipat onof the preparation 'of Peg lat ns, s',
`---- 'I

a"series of informal me ti was held. ith, representatives of the mittee '
on Evaluation and InforMation Systems (, IS) of theCouncil of Chief State .

; School Officers and Njth.State,,jitlej.C, ' rpiinators. In addition, we have
-been contacting ,repr'esent4tdivps'of eZh o "the major interest groups in
educatiOn to inform thein-Of bur Uork to.kr and, to advise them that re-
gulations are f Cortheomin The,re§ura 0-, ; process will also include an
opportunity for public c ent afterboth a memorandum about our intent
and Proposed Regulations re distributed.

f t , . . . ,...
Regulation Content.f. Sectipn.151(fi) requires' the Commisstoner to publish ,.

. .

"standards of program Orpty) creffectiyenesst 't In keeping. with this require.:
orient, 'the regulations will 1, 1,ude a set of general technical standards
appropriate for Title I evailu,ti3Oni. Thes1 standards will be concerned with
such. issues as. the use,ei tkirparispn groups, the conditions under which sampl-
ing is appropriate; the relia_b_flity and v,al.idity of tests,' etc. Thstablishre
ment of general standards .is sothewhatPrbblematic because their
application to a spec,ific Title. I project may vary depending on the

=characteristics of that pro#44. In-trying to develop the best formulation
Of technical standards s we 0p:1c-onsulting the work of the Joint Comnittee on
Standards for Educational Eykivation-Aa joint committee representing the major ,

. professional organizations iti,hducation), and are also doing furtherFempiriltell \
work.to determine. the &wee& spetification that the standards must contafn lin order to ensure that the data obtained will be'technically sound. This
'work is concerned, with such questions as how ref tabTe an instrnment must be 1
in order for in evaluator to have conlidencein tt e data it yields, etc.... .. , ,

.z;,t . , ...s , . . * . ,.. . .
. -go.et:4*' . 44 .. .

. . ,
v.. :V 4_ 11:;:tr If 'IC ;
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The three models: that are currently being disseminated describe
r.

.

re. procedus which, when correctly followed, will yield data that are
technically sound. Theregulations will describe the major requirements
of these three models.. We anticipate that most LEA's who are providing
instructional services in reading and math in Grades 2 through 12 will use
one of the three riodels.. However, an LEA (or an SEA) might wisA to develop
an alternative to.them. Such alternatives would. be permitted, provided that

they are technically sound and meet the requirements of the legislation. To .. r
accOmmodate the development of acceptable alternatives, the regulations will

.. specify a process, for theitapproval. We should note that these comments 41 '

244% i
/ reflect our current thinking about regulations; that thinking may certainlylo

.J41 .. r
4 bg_Modified, as a consequence of suggestions received from the public duringr '.*".

. t e regulations; process .
.

. .t
.

.
4

t .."'to *. te
. 1Y -i-,

. . -
.

,

The 'Regulations Process and Schedule. Our Regulations process will ,
..

involve (I) the diStributjon of a memorandum- to all States which. solicits
cothments about specific issues regarding upcoeNsregulatioos; (2),e_BAtioe_e___
Proposed 'Rule-making, and (3) Final Regulatio . Delays in the many

.. .clearance steps required for the1publication of regulations have forced
us tolrevise our publication scheduje, and earlier plans for a formal
.Notice of Intent were notfprovedzby the Office of thf.Secretary. ..

.i.

'We hope to publiih Proposed' Rules in the''` 11 of 1978, and .

Final Regulations duriiigithe following,winter or spring. This means that
regulations governing Sedtion 151 would be in effecttiluring the school year

. . 1979-80. 'Howeve?, as indicated in Chapter Ii I,,, litany States will go through '

several steps in impledenting the new'regulationWand there will be con-
siderable variation in the speed-with which different States achieve

4
impleMentafion. Those who are already trying the models on &voluntary
basis:should be able to report data from the school year 1979-80 in their
November 1980 report to the Commissioner. Other States will require a
longer implethentation period. This.:.mernvthat USE's receipt of uniform data

i from local and state reporting will probably increase gradually through the
'. next few years. We have work underway now--which we will report on by the

emd of the summer, 1978--to estimate the amount of aggregatable ddta to be
received each year and the degree to which-national estimates may result .

from them (with assorted accompanying figures to estimate, the effects of
Missing data, ), etc :

.. .

0
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CHAPTER V.s CONCLUSIONS

the three.substbntive chapters of this report described (a)h
current status of the use of new Title f evaluation models nationwide;

:(b) the experiences of State and local personnel who have tried the
procedures and their reactions and(c) the process underway simultaneously
in USOE to draft and Publish regulattens in this,area. This documentation

.rirf the evaluation program in terms of various ectivitl s and some of their
effects also suggests some further) work to facilitate L and SEA evaluations
Of Title I.

ir-

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight some otur conclusions abo(it
_the work at this time and to descWbe briefly some of t activities planned
for the future which are implied by those conclusions. The chapter' is

organized to address four major topics: (I) services to Support the use of
Title 1 .evaluation model', (2) documents 0 further models, (3)
fdcused'fflifestrgatitia onferathINTIOMione; and (4) solititatiOn'W use
of public input.

Conclusions and_ Os regarding assistance service

Discussions with SEA and LEA personnel have continually emphasized the
iMportance'of on -site, specific advice regarding evaluation activities. Often

principles can be stated and general advice offered in handbooks, training

. sessions, etc., but unique characteristics of projects, participafir, and/or
setting demand that special consideration come into play for the application
of those principles. Personnel in the Technical Assistance Centers play a
vital role in this area, and current indications are that they fulfill the
role,extremely well

Now that the Centers have been in operation for nearly two years, we feel this

is an appropriate time.for a third-party assessment their work and function.

A contract to support such an effort is underway as well as continuing discussions

with State, and local personnel.

SEA's hamelbeen surveyed to determine their anticipated need for services
during the period indlh,g.March 1, 109, And the Centers have been funded to meet
that need. (There are also provisions for meeting increased needs if estimates
prove to be too low). Federal regulations dictate that we condutt a competitive
procuyemeat to award the,ebntracts for provision of these services after
March of 1979. Our intention is to insure, however, that services not be
interrupted during sch a procurement. Other services,as provided ETUSOE
personnel directly or as augmented by additional contracts (for example, for
the provision ofwterials and assistance with. national workshops to introduce
SEA personnel to equation models. or the Title 'I _program forithe
neglected or delingent)iwill also continue. .-/

Documents about moll; and their procedures

USOE policy to4.,b4en that the,Governmint Printing Office would be the
primary agent for distributing handbooks, pamphlets,.and ',per materials about
the proper cond'utt if Title I evaluations. Itkwas felt -tat printing and 4

,distitOution of perftops 20,000 copies of documents would be impossible for
USOE t accomplish

;4,A*

t
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Difficulties fated by $EA's and LEA's in obtaining our materials have
made us realize that our early decision+(to rely primarily on GPO and only
suppleMent those efforts) Vat wrong. We now envision a more active role. for'
USOE.in the prbvistonhoematerials--contacting States to determine the number .

of copies needed, having a sufficient number printed, and maili g them from USOE.
We will also mai in4a stock of USOE materials in the technical Assistance
Centers for their sonnel to distribute. The third source of materials will
be GPO to enable p sons who. do not interact with States or the tenfers to
obtain oopies. p . 2

Another effort growing froWSEA and LE- ..'requests will be computer soft-

ware'and documentation which is more generalizable than our current version.
It will inspde provsions for entering data in various, formats, for performing
iedit checkron the data, for printing out scatter-plots, etc. We hope this will
improve .the accuracy in' computation, etc. ,that.is _ntw__a_pcoblern...Aiork In .04_
will begin under contract in fiscal year' 78, and copies of the program and
documentation will be'dfstributed widely as described aboVe.

Persistent confusion regarding specific decision in the conduct of an
evaluation as well as recent recommendations by the Lawyer's Committee for
Civil Rights under Law under contract to NIE (Silverstein and Schember, 1977)
have identified the need for a technical policy manual in the area of Title I.
''valuations. Our plans are that it will be organized topically to facilitate
referencing it and will include many examples. It will provide guidance'about
specific Oacticesion4/ implied generally by tie regulations, and we hope to
have a draft available for review by interestedPparties.simultaneously with

their review of draft rulei:,

Focused investigation _to answer remaining questions

Problems still arise in districts regarding decisions about specific e lua-

`44.4tion practices. Many of those decisions involve trade-offs about which the
is currently no information,` For example, some investigators have noted, in
(accuracies in scales across' test levels developed to allow the use of a.lower
or "functional level" test with students and still describe their performance
with respect to that oftheir age-level peers. Others note that there are
inaccuracies, too, when students am,given tests too difficult for their de -
velopmental level. Local evaluators, then, must judge which typeLof error
will be worse (that due to the scaling proteems or that due to a mismatch
between items and student level), and they need more information by which to
make such judgments. We plan to re-analyze existing data bases (from completed:
Federal evaluation studies) for evidence regarding such trade-offs, and that
evidence will be,much the content of the technical policy manual, descisibed

above.

__ Work is also underway egakding evaluation models for other parts of the
Title I program, such as tha providing services for migrant children, for the
neglected or delinquent, and .r pre-schoolers. Each is being addressed in a

separate contract, and USOE, S te, and LER personnel serve on advisory panetl
to react tolfeasibility and vali ity issues as the4ork proceeds.

. - .

.
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A third area of current investigation is focusing on the amounts of
usable LEA and SEA data USOE will have at different times for reporting to
Congress. We plan to.estimate these amounts and develop means for using
them by next fall. (Pill that time we will also have more definite informa-
tion about the timing of regulations, allowing qs.also to predict, when we
will have uniform,.comrrable data from all SEA's.)

The importance of continued public input

Section 'MI emphasizes SEA EA involvement in this work to develop
evaluation models, and the'pro am to implement-the Section has relied heavily
on their input. SEA and I.EA, ersonnel are on paneWfocusing on model develop-
ment activities for each. o the parts of Title I; a6ditional commiptees have
been formed to assist wi ItheArafting of regulation's; ,

:I 1

e-...--,

There is uch interaction-among personnel him USOE (both in Title I
and in eval tion).SEA's (again representing both the program And evaluation
areas)., L s, professional groups, and commercial concerns (for example, test

publish s), Seldom is there unanimity across these groups regarding policy
for T1 e I evaluations, but the participation of people with varying concerns
-can, t least keep USOE recommendations from being more restrictive than necessary.

a

In short, it is rewarding to see citanges which mark improvement ?h
the state-of-the art of edudational evaluation. One cap cite, for example,
changes in the types of scores and services.offered by test publisbers; the
increase in the number of textbooks on.evaluation topic, (often including
the sdme topics as those emphaSized 1n the ;Title I materials); more
discussion at professional meetings; critical examination and use of
evaluation data for identification of effective practices or for changing'
programs; and increased.interest on the part of parents. While it is not
appropr4ate to assume that the Titlk revaluation system has been solely
responsible for this trend, we do.feel it has played an important role in
it and has been, in certain instances;,a catalyst both for the improvement
of evaluation practices and for the further examination of related issues.
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